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THE jetStamp® 1025 – HAS
BECOME A COMPREHENSIVE
SUCCESS FOR HYGIENE CONCEPTS

15

The most important instrument
of its successful hygiene
concept included measuring
body temperature with perfect
documentation using the mobile
REINER inkjet printer jetStamp®
1025.

The current coronavirus
pandemic requires effective
hygiene concepts from
organisers of events from
all areas.
The Banzai Cup 2020, a
renowned top-notch karate
tournament that took place
in Berlin from 12 to 13
September, was no different.

The Banzai Cup in Berlin has
been considered one of
the most renowned karate tournaments in Germany for many
years. About 2,000 athletes
have participated in each of
these events, which have also
drawn a great audience, in the
last few years. This time, the
situation was quite different,
as the organisers were confronted with the challenges of the
coronavirus pandemic, and the
many restrictions it brought.
For one thing, no more than 750
persons were allowed to attend.

A hygiene concept with
temperature measurement
Additionally, a sustainable
hygiene concept that would
maintain a reasonable framework for the competitions had
to be developed and presented
to the public health department
for approval.
The organisers found an
ideal solution with the help of
REINER, a company from the
Black Forest: When entering the
premises, athletes were marked
with a number using the mobile
marking device jetStamp®1025,
which can print data right onto
the desired document or object
to permit easy and always comprehensible tracking.
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Recording 100 people in
only 45 minutes
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The mobile marking device
jetStamp® 1025 can be connected to a thermometer by USB or
Bluetooth. The newly developed
senseAPP can then print the
measurements from the surface
thermometer directly and reliably onto documents and other
surfaces.
Acquisition of measurements
is a wide field of application.
The REINER jetStamp® 1025
sense can be connected to other
sensors, and variable measured
values can be integrated into
the imprint. Potential measurements include body or surface
temperatures, air pressure,
humidity, or even indoor CO2
values.

Benefits
at a glance:
• Efficient – quick acquisition
and documentation of
temperature data
• Safe – compliance with
the hygiene concept
thanks to traceable data
• Versatile – prints temperature data on a variety
of surfaces
• Mobile – can be used
where needed Special

REINER has even more to offer
than directly printed sequential
numbering.
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imprint similar

Participants had their temperature measured first at the
Banzai Cup 2020, before their
registration forms were verified
against their ID cards. The
temperature data determined
were then documented on the
participant slip and the athlete
received a score card. The
admission number was printed
on that slip and the athlete’s
arm alike to ensure an error-free
and traceable, yet high-speed
documentation chain that could
record around 100 people within
no more than 45 minutes.
Check-out went quickly and
smoothly as well, since only
the four-digit number had to
be recorded, and the score card
returned. Thanks to REINER‘s
labelling solution, the tournament organiser ensured the
safety and health of everyone
attending. Processes were kept
smooth and the hygiene concept
was observed.

Measurement, printing,
and documentation from
a single source

